With the rapid growth of electronic medical records (EMRs) in China, large amounts of clinical data have been accumulated. However, limited work for extracting information from EMRs in Chinese has been conducted. In this work, using manually annotated dataset of EMRs in Chinese, we investigated the clinical Named Entities Recognition (NER) based on Conditional Random Field (CRF) and further built a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to determine their assertion status and evaluate the contributions of different features for assertion classification. For Chinese clinical NER, our CRF-based classifier achieved the best F-measure of 89.07%, while the SVM-based assertion classifier achieved a maximum F-measure of 94.10%. Our work suggests that machine learning methods are helpful in NER and assertion determination for Chinese medical clinical records.
Introduction
Electronic Medical Records (EMRs), generated in the process of clinical treatments, refer to systematized collections of patients' clinical information stored in electronic medical records systems [1] . EMRs contain a range of data, including demographics, medical history, medication and allergies, immunization status, laboratory test results, radiology images, vital signs, personal statistics like age and weight, and billing information. A large amount of medical knowledge, closely related to patients, can be discovered through analyzing these medical records [2] .
Generally, EMRs are always described in the form of natural language, from which mining patient-related health-care medical knowledge needs applications of information extraction related technologies. NER and assertion classification are the fundamental issues in information extraction of EMRs [2] , which not only serves for Clinical Decision Support (CDS) research in medical informatics, but also supports for the user's healthy state modeling and personalized healthcare information services in Consumer Health Informatics. A number of information extraction studies on EMRs in English have been conducted. In 2010, the Center of Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) at Partners Health Care System and Veterans Affairs (VA) Salt Lake City Health Care System organized a challenge in natural-language processing (NLP) for clinical data. Two of the main tasks for the challenge are extracting clinical concepts from natural language text and classifying modification (assertion) made about medical problems [3] . Most clinical NER systems achieved good performance using CRF algorithm for modeling [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , while SVM algorithm gets more attention for assertion classification [4] [5] [6] 9, 10] .
With the rapid growth of EMRs in China, large amounts of clinical data have been accumulated. However, limited work for extracting information from EMRs in Chinese has been conducted. Lei et al. [11] compared different machine learning algorithms and various types of features for NER in 3rd International Conference on Materials Engineering, Manufacturing Technology and Control (ICMEMTC 2016) Chinese admission notes. Recently, Wu et al. [14] designed a deep learning based NLP systems that could automatically learn useful feature representations from unlabeled corpora through unsupervised learning in Chinese clinical text. Most of work focused on clinical NER [11] [12] [13] [14] . Besides, there is a lack of publicly available EMRs in Chinese for medical information extraction research. In this study, we manually annotated a corpus of Chinese typical EMRs and described a machine-learning based system to extract the clinical entities and their assertions. Furthermore, we investigated the contributions of different types of features for assertion classifiers. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first extensive studies for Chinese medical entity assertion classification.
Datasets and Annotation
A corpus of typical EMRs, provided by one Chinese electronic medical records system online (http://www.easyemr.com.cn/activitys/activity-list.aspx?activity_id=32), were collected and collated. This corpus contains 200 internal medicine records. The information which each record includes is shown in Fig. 1 . Recently, under the guidance of several professional doctors, Yang et al. developed an annotation guideline (http://wi.hit.edu.cn/dev/YuLiao/NER.pdf) for Chinese EMRs according to that of i2b2 [3] . The annotation guideline defines six types of entities, including disease, disease type, complaint-symptom, test-result, test and treatment. For concepts of disease, complaint-symptom, test-result and treatment, eight assertions were further defined: present, absent, possible, conditional, hypothetical, family, history and occasional. Following the above annotation guidelines, two post-graduates of computer science independently marked all the entities and their assertions in our collated EMRs. To calculate the inter-rater agreement for annotation, 40 records were annotated by both annotators. The remaining 160 records were annotated by a single annotator only. The initial agreement between two annotators on 40 records as measured by kappa [15] was 0.926, which indicates the annotation is reliable.
Methods

CRF-based approaches for clinical NER.
Chinese medical NER task requires determination of the boundaries of clinical entities and assignment of their entity types mentioned above. We converted this NER task to a classification task, for which the CRF algorithm was used (http://crfpp.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/index.html). Firstly, we transformed the annotated data into the 'BIESO' format, in which each word was assigned into a label as follows: B=beginning of an entity, I=inside an entity, E=end of an entity S=single word entity and O=outside of an entity. Because the entity type 'disease type' occurred rarely in our collated EMRs, it would be not used in our analyses. Twenty-one tags in total were generated: B-disease, B-complaintsymptom, B-testresult, B-test, B-treatment, I-disease, I-complaintsymptom, I-testresult, I-test, I-treatment, E-disease, E-complaintsymptom, E-testresult, E-test, E-treatment, S-disease, S-complaintsymptom, S-testresult, S-test, S-treatment, and O. Fig. 2 shows a sentence of annotated entities labeled with BIESO tags. 3) Dictionary features: We integrated ICD-10 and Chinese EMRs common terms which contain 3000 phrases into NLPIR. After analyzing concepts of diseases and symptoms appeared in Chinese EMRs, we discovered that most concepts consist of a body part or a subject, such as "体重(weight)", and a basic disease or a symptom such as "减轻 (loss)". Then, a dictionary containing body parts, subjects and basic diseases and symptoms was further built for our CRF-based NER.
4) Section headings: An EMR is a semi-structured narrative text divided into many sections such as chief complaint, present illness and so on. Different sections record different clinical data. For example, the physical examination has concepts of test and abnormal test results, while the section of preliminary diagnosis contains disease concepts. Therefore, we manually reviewed some records and defined 12 different section headings as section headings feature. SVM-based approaches for assertion classifier. Assertion classification is to assign one of the eight possible assertion labels mentioned above to the entity type of disease, complaint-symptom, test-result, test and treatment. The SVM algorithm was used to conduct the classification, which was implemented using libsvm (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/) with a linear kernel. Four types of features were used as follows: 1) Context feature: a+4 word window, i.e., words that appear within t+4 word window of the target concept. Given the concept at the nth position in the sentence, the +4 word window captures the words found in the (t-1)th, (t-2)th, (t-3)th, (t-4)th,(t+1)th, (t+2)th, (t+3)th, and (t+4)th positions in the sentence;
2) Section headings: 12 different section headings were used as mentioned above.
3) Cues information feature: before or after a target concept, some word cues can indicate the target concept is present or absent. For example, in the sentence of "双侧眼睑无浮肿(no bilateral eyelid edema)", "浮肿(edema)" is a target concept, and "无(no)" before "浮肿(edema)" indicates "浮 肿(edema)" is absent for patient. Then, we developed a system to automatically extract these cues. 4) POS features. The above features were transformed into binary features. For each feature, the binary feature vector lists all possible values of that feature in the corpus as its columns, and for each target medical problem to be classified (row), it sets the columns observed to 1, leaving the rest at zero. If the target has no value for a feature, then all columns representing this feature will be set to zero.
Experiments and evaluation. The internal medicine typical records mentioned above were divided into two subsets: two-thirds (120 records) for training and one-third (80 records) for test. The parameters of CRF classifier and SVM classifier were optimized using the training set via the five-fold cross-validations. Then we tested the classifiers using the independent test set. The precision, recall and F-measure were used to measure the performance of the classifiers. To evaluate the contributions of different types of features for assertion classification, we started with the context feature firstly, and then added additional types of features and reported corresponding results. Table 1 describes the statistics of entities in the annotated EMRs used in our study. There are 13119 entities in the training dataset and 8026 entities in the test dataset. Distribution of different types of entities' assertions in the training set and test set were shown in Table 2 . The proportion of present, absent, possible and history assertions is far larger than other assertion types. In our annotated dataset, the number of hypothetical, conditional and family assertion is lower than 20, so we ignore these assertion types. Present  absent  possible  occasional  history  All  training  1921  6146  527  26  175  8795  test  1395  4143  371  20  110  6039  total  3316  10289  898  46  285  14834 The detailed results of CRF classifier for each entity type were shown in Table 3 . F-measures ranged from 78.47% to 94.58% among five types of entity. Performance was best for the type "test" and worst for the type "treatment". For each type of entity, precision was higher than recall. Our best performance results are similar to the results in [13] for discharge summary and the NER task in i2b2 2010 challenge [3, 8] . In this study, we found that our CRF model could correctly identify the entity that did not appear in the training set. The reason may mainly lie in the dictionary features used in our study. In Chinese EMRs, most entities have their syntactic structures. For example, the concept of "左侧肢体(left limb)无力(weakness)" is made up of a body part "左侧肢体(left limb)" and a basic symptom "无力(weakness)". In our dictionary, we defined these common body parts and basic symptoms and diseases. Table 4 shows the performance of SVM classifier in assertion determination when using different feature sets. Context feature set was observed to contribute most to assertion classification with the F-measure as high as 92.07%. Both section headings feature and cues information feature improved assertion classifier performance. For example, section headings feature improved F-measure from 92.07% to 93.14%, while cues information improved F-measure from 92.07% to 93.56%. POS did not further improve assertion classification performance. Table 4 Results of SVM-based assertion classifier when different sets of features were used The detailed results of the best SVM assertion classifier for each assertion types are shown in Table 5 .The overall F-measure is 94.10%.The classifier achieved the best performances for the present and absent assertion, with F-measure equaling to 94.30% and 95.25%, while it performed worst for the possible assertion (F-measure=70.33%). This may be due to the fact that human determination of 'possible' assertions was not always straightforward, as reported by Jiang's work [3] .
Results and Discussion
Conclusion
In this study, we investigated clinical NER from EMRs in Chinese based on CRF algorithm and further built a SVM-based classifier to determine assertion status and evaluate the effects of different features for assertion classification. For the former, our CRF classifier achieved the best F-measure of 89.07%, while for the latter our SVM assertion classifier get a maximum F-measure of 94.10%. Although our experiment achieved a good performance, there are still some limitations. The data used in our study were limited to internal medicine records. In the future, we will cooperate with hospitals to get more medical records to improve our models. Overall, our work suggests machine-learning methods could be helpful in NER and assertion determination for the Chinese EMRs. 
